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Dear Reader
Greetings from the Editorial Desk!

With esteem pride and utmost sense of satisfaction we are entering the second year of publication. Innovative publication house, specially Mr. Rakesh Pandit & his team has to be congratulated for undertaking this enormous task to serve the academic interest of ophthalmologists of nation and abroad.

Today Indian Journal of Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology can well be considered as one of the leading national journal of ophthalmology and in future will get established as international ophthalmic journal. Much progress has been made with IJCEO including “Fast track services“for publication of articles, as most of the researchers want their work to be published at the earliest. Full text of all back issues of IJCEO have been uploaded on journal website – https://www.innovativepublication.com.ijceo. It has an “open access” policy providing full text of all articles, made accessible online, free of cost to readers immediately upon publication. Indian Journal of Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology is indexed & abstracted with Google Scholar, Index Copernicus, Cite factors, EBSCO, OAJI, Directory of open access journals (DOAJ), advanced science index etc. and we are under process of PubMed and MedInd indexing process. There is Blind-ended review process to access the quality of article. We have increased number of highly qualified national and international reviewers. The number of submissions has increased. Till the writing of this editorial, IJCEO had published more than fifty articles, most of the original articles have been contributed by authors from reputed institutes. Authors from abroad (Sameera Irfan from Pakistan & Syeed Mehbub Ul Kadir from Bangladesh) have also submitted their articles to IJCEO. To avoid plagiarism we have introduced software for the same.

Ultimately the success of IJCEO goes to the talented editorial board and competent reviewers and dedicated editorial staff. I realize that success of this journal is not only because of editors and reviewers but also on the readers and contributors. Thus I thank all the authors, reviewers, members editorial board and advertisers who have supported us in our endeavor to this dream a reality. I humbly seek your continued support in future. I am looking forward to more ophthalmologists to join us in publishing their valuable scientific research articles and make our journey successful and useful to our patients.